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Products Liability and
Insurance Law Suites
Now Available on Cheetah™

Evolved for natural speed and ease, and powered by Wolters Kluwer’s world-class content, Cheetah™ accelerates
your legal research. Cheetah™ Products Liability and Cheetah™ Insurance Law gives you access to resources covering
state-by-state distinctions, cutting-edge developments, complex concepts, and more. Confidently advise clients, using:
• Expert analysis and authoritative content—Respected experts provide the insights you need, including jurisdictional
insights, guidance on determining and defending damages, resolving insurance disputes, engaging in litigation and
much more.
• Practice tools—Exclusive searchable content and proprietary Smart Charts put accurate answers right at your fingertips in a matter of seconds.
• Current awareness—Products Liability Law Daily, Insurance Law Daily, and other exclusive resources keep you on top
of events and able to advise clients on the latest developments.

LISTING OF TITLES AVAILABLE
PRODUCTS LIABILITY

INSURANCE LAW

• Preparation of a Product Liability Case – Baldwin,
Hare & McGovern

• Handbook on Insurance Coverage Disputes – Ostrager
& Newman

• Product Liability Case Digest –
 Baldwin, Hare &
McGovern

• Business Income Insurance Disputes –
 Lewis & Insua

• Tort Law Desk Reference: A Fifty States Compendium
– Daller
• Proving & Defending Damage Claims: A Fifty-State
Guide –
 Brown & Fleishman
• Product Liability Desk Reference: A Fifty State Compendium –
 Daller
• Product Liability Desk Reference: A Fifty-State
Compendium Smart Charts –
 Daller
• Products Liability Law Daily
• Products Liability Reports
• Consumer Product Safety Guide

• CGL Policy Handbook – Weimer, Whitman, Hagglund
& Hillestad
• Insurance Coverage of Intellectual Property Assets –
Gauntlet
• Insurance Practices & Coverage in Liability Defense –

Pierce, Weston, Levy & McMahon
• Policyholder's Guide to the Law of Insurance Coverage
– Kalls, Reiter & Segerdahl
• Insurance Coverage Litigation –
 Masters, Stanzler &
Anderson
• Practitioner's Guide to Litigating Insurance Coverage
Actions –
 Oshinsky & Howard
• Stempel and Knutson on Insurance Contracts –

Stempel & Knutson
• Insurance Law Daily
• Insurance Law Reports: Life, Health & Accident
• Insurance Law Reports: Personal & Commercial Liability

Cheetah™ Products Liability and Insurance Law Suites

PRODUCTS LIABILITY
Preparation of a Product Liability Case

Substantive analysis and practical, expert guidance
on analyzing theories of liability, conducting pre-trial
discovery and discovery of particular information,
introducing crucial evidence, and planning litigation
strategies.

Product Liability Case Digest

A time-saving resource that helps you quickly identify the
most relevant and current decisions likely to affect your
product liability case.

Product Liability Desk Reference

Immediate access to the product liability laws of various
jurisdictions and an understanding of the countless
differences among them.

Product Liability Desk Reference: A Fifty State
Compendium

A comprehensive resource that provides the most recent
statutory and case law developments on products liability
laws for each of the fifty states and the District of
Columbia. Each state summary is practitioner-oriented
and written by leading state experts.

Products Liability Law Daily

A news service created by attorneys for attorneys,
providing same-day coverage of legislative and regulatory
developments, updates on rulemaking and enforcement,
and a complete report of the daily news affecting products
liability.

Proving & Defending Damage Claims:
A Fifty-State Guide

This important guide aids users in accurately assessing
and pursuing damages – from drafting or defending a
complaint to arguing damages at trial.

Consumer Product Safety Guide

A reliable way to keep informed of, and in compliance with,
the laws and regulations administered by the Consumer
Product Safety Commission (CPSC) and National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration.

INSURANCE LAW
Insurance Law Daily

News service created by attorneys for attorneys,
providing same-day coverage of insurance-law related
legislative and regulatory developments, updates on
rulemaking and enforcement, and a complete, daily report
of relevant news.

Insurance Law Reports—Life, Health &
Accident

Full-text decisions handed down by the federal and higher
state courts on coverage issues involving life, health,
accident, disability and related insurance policies,
including group insurance policies and credit life.
Nationwide reporting covers a broad array of rulings in
key jurisdictions.

Insurance Law Reports—Personal &
Commercial Liability

Products Liability Reports

Full-text decisions handed down by the federal and higher
state courts on coverage issues involving both business
and personal lines. Nationwide reporting covers a broad
array of rulings in key jurisdictions.

Tort Law Desk Reference: A Fifty-State
Compendium

Handbook on Insurance Coverage Disputes

Intensive research, frequent updates, and expert analysis
that keeps practitioners on top of products liability law.

Indispensable resource answering vital questions about
each state’s tort laws with succinct summaries of laws and
citations to controlling statutes and case law.
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Time-saving resource that makes it easy to pinpoint
detailed analysis of lead cases in key jurisdictions,
including excerpts from standard insurance policies,
critical commentary on key provisions, and insights into
planning and implementation of successful litigation
strategies.

Cheetah™ Products Liability and Insurance Law Suites

Business Income Insurance Disputes

Covers everything from the basics of first-party property
insurance and case law to practical strategies for dealing
with today's most complex business income insurance law
issues and questions—from the perspectives of both the
policyholder and policy issuer.

Practitioner's Guide to Litigating Insurance
Coverage Actions

This guide provides forms for every stage of case
preparation and litigation, plus concise, clearly written
commentaries that explain how, when, and why to adopt
a particular strategy to your case.

CGL Policy Handbook

Insurance Coverage Actions

Insurance Coverage of IP Assets

Stempel and Knutson on Insurance Contracts

Plain-English analysis of the complex points of the CGL
policy language and case law, focusing on issues where the
terminology is subject to more than one interpretation.

Comprehensive and timely analysis of the insurance
protection issues that must be considered when an
intellectual property dispute arises.

Insurance Practices and Coverage in Liability
Defense

Thorough and objective analysis of the various duties and
potential pitfalls confronting each party in the three-way
relationship between insurance carrier, insured, and the
appointed counsel in insurance defense (tripartite
relationship).

Insurance Coverage Litigation

Covers the major legal issues that arise in the commercial
insurance coverage disputes and coverage litigation cases,
including the duty to defend, trigger of coverage, notice
of a claim or actions, choice of law, punitive damages,
number of occurrences, and coverage for the costs of loss
mitigation.

Policyholder's Guide to the Law of Insurance
Coverage

Addresses virtually every insurance coverage issue
practitioners are likely to encounter in the regular course
of business, as well as many unique issues and unusual
situations.
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Forms for every stage of case preparation and litigation,
plus concise, clearly written commentaries that explain
how, when, and why to adopt a particular strategy.

Practice-oriented resource focusing on specific types of
policies and coverage, such as property coverage, excess
and umbrella coverage, CGL insurance, life insurance,
reinsurance, and more.

